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Student code sent to trustees
By JUDY EICHER
Managing: Editor
A proposed 50-page University
Student Code regulating student
conduct may go before the Board
of Trustees for approval and Immediate adoption tomorrow.
The Code is surrounded by controversy.
Student Council members are on
record as opposing certaln'lnconslstent statements and broad generalizations" in the Code, while
some faculty members are calling
It unnecessarily vague."
The Code itself contains "no
new laws. It is merely a compilation of all the old laws this university has always had," said
Dr. James G. Bond, vice-president
of student affairs.
Students have worked on this
code, according to Dr. Bond.
The Idea for the Code came from
the former Dean Wallace W. Taylor, " who wanted to Iron out
ihe frills In University rules, boll
fchem down and compile them all
fin one place," said Dr. Bond.
Dr. Taylor started work on the
code more than two years ago.
Dr. Edward H. Ward, an assistant
to Dr. Bono\ rounded out Dean
Taylor's work last year and just
■•ecently submitted the finished
document to Dr. Bond.
Now the Code may go before the

Board of Trustees at tomorrow's
meeting.
Dr. Bond maintains that the Code
is not the result of Ohio State
Senate Bill 4G8, which calls for
all state Universities to establish
rules and regulations guarding
against their disruption.
In response to this Hill, the
Hoard of Trustees adopted a resolution last May which called for
the adoption of a Code of conduct
for the University community.
However, Dr. Bond says that the
present code Is not In response
to either of these places of legislation, but rather Is a Code which
has been In the making for the past
two years.
The Code will however, meet the
demands of both bill 468 and the
Board of Trustees" resolution.
This Code will be an Interim,
working Code, according to Dr.
Bond.
"We certainly Intend to have the
Student Council amend It when necessary. The Code as yet has no
provisions for amendment written
into It. However, It may be necessary to add these
"I don't see wht students couldn't
amend anything that lsnnot necessarily state law," said Dr. Bond.
To amend the Code, Student
Council would probably set up a
study committee, which could
make recommendations to both

A
LEADERS MEET - Dr. F. Lee Mink, chairman
of the faculty senote, and Mick Licate, student
body president, discuss the fate of the Student

President William T. Jerome and
Dr. Bond.
"Some persons feel we're mov-
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President Jerome welcomes
record 3,250 freshman class
By JUDI WRIGHT
Issue Editor
Dr. William T. Jerome III, Dr.
lames Bond, and Nicholas J. Llate welcomed to the University
,250 freshmen, the largest enter> lg class ever, at Sunday's Presl.' ent's Convocation In the Grand
allroom.
President Jerome, speaking on
;pects of education for now and
f< r the year 2000, told the freshmen
' at no generation of students has a
g eater chance to make education a
r .ghty force for the well-being of
all mankind.
Speaking of the feeling In our
country that "we are no longer a
nntlon morally good," Dr. Jer(>• ie said, "Your Job and our Job Is
'c discover the moral basis for our
i dividual lives which will give us
puwW for good again as a nation."
Speaking specifically of the U'Lverslty, Dr. Jerome stressed the
■ mportance of the fund - raising
program "Bowling
Green's
Mission: Expanding Horizons."
"At Bowling Green, most of our
acuity, students, and admlnlstra■s are determined to see that
jople become the major concern
the University rather than
urses or Inert knowledge," he
t, citing the fact that students
represented on all major faI / or administrative policy
ps.
. Jerome prefaced his re's with a defense of the athleicl1' >s at the University,
'. some people don't feel bean academic environment."
I are those here who really
this," he said In response
ipplause his statement had
om several persons In the
••ome also defended the
lslness In society as lmsaylng "there will be
and not a few faculty who
Jenge this."

/

Dr. Stanely Coffman, vice-president for academic affairs and dean
of faculties, said In Introducing
Student Body President Nick Licate, "His election reflects a
sense of responsibility in our student body."
Licate told the audience this year
heralds the beginning of true student participation and Involvement
In the University life.
"Joe College Is dead. He was a
character who centered his life
around singing old fight songs and
wearing the proper clothes to
class," he said.
Licate said a change Is coming
about and that It Is no longer an
elite that runs the student body.
"No matter how many lectures
are given On the dangers of more
Berkeleys and Columblas, the silent majority Is becoming a voice,"
he said.
"It Is the voice of the average
student who has never been active
In the university before. Students
are no longer willing to sit Idly
by and let others make the decisions that affect their lives."
Citing an "awakenlngof students
at Bowling Green and across the
nation," Licate called for an examination of the university and Its
role In society.
Calling the students the "hope
and future of America," Licate
cited the need for a "vigorous
and Intelligent youth which Is not

afraid to uncover the faults of today In preparation for a better
tomorrow.
Dr. James Bone, vice president
of student affairs, told the audience
this Is the most critical year ever
to face higher education.
"Fulfillment of our mission will
be moves and reforms that show
responsibility," he said. "We
must serve ui a progressive way
the Institution that supports us."
Dr. Bond told the freshmen they
may find rules and regulations at
the University more demanding
than those of the larger society
Saying "we are not concerned
about the New Left," and that many
of Its goals ought to be realized,
Dr. Bond spoke of a "latent hostility toward lntellectualism."
"There Is a risk that extreme
right wing 'reactive elements'
could cause an atmosphere In the
nation that will make the McCarthy
era look pale In comparison,"
he said.
Saying we had come to look at
things legallstlcally, Dr. Bond
commented, "We should stop considering what Is legally permissible and Instead consider what Is
morally appropriate."
He spoke of the "spirit of BG,"
as progression with basic responsibility at the core. "We don't
run this University without you, we
run It with you. But we must run
It In an orderly manner," he concluded.
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Conduct Code. Both oppose its passage in its
present form. (Photo by Bruce Larriclc.)

lng too fast with this Code. But,
we are definitely not moving too
fast. There Is no reason to start
the year 'up in the air.' We need
something to work with, so we won't
be in the dark"
Dr. Bond says that Bowling
Green is presently the only state
university In Ohio without a Code
of this sort suggestions havee
been cmlng from the Board of
Regents that we adopt a Code,
and there has been other pressure

also," he said.

"The superflous rules and regulations presently In the code can
definitely go--thls Is Just a working document. It can and will be
modified. If it Is not working,
we'll change it," he said.
However, Dr. Bond sees that
action on the Code by the Board
of Trustees may be delayed. "If
people are going to blow thewrks
about It, we may be left In a
vacuum."

Future of code
still up in air
By JUDY EICHER
Managing Editor
The future of the University
Student Code remains "up In the
air" with some Student Council
members voicing their objections
on the Code to both President
William T. Jerome and Vice-President James Bond.
In a letter yesterday to both
President Jerome and Dr. Bond,
and ad hoc committee of Student
Council members said:
—The Code In Its present form
be rejected.
—If the Code cannot be rejected
In Its present form at this time,
it be passed on an Interim basis
for one quarter only. During this
quarter, the Code would be
amended and a revised one presented.
—If the the Code is passed In
its present form, an amendment
procedure should be clearly

Ohio U lists
student rules

written into It.
Yesterday Dr. Bond said that the
amendment procedure would be
written Into the code If the President's Ad vl so ry Council deems
this action necessary.
The PAC, composed of four
Student Council members and the
Executive Committee of Faculty
Senate, will meet with President
Jerome and Dr. Bond this afternoon to discuss the proposed clde.
President Jerome will then make
the decision on whether or not to
bring the Code before the Board
of Trustees tomorrow, following
discussion.
Student Council members contacted by this reporter feel that
the code Is weak becuase It presently contains no provisions for
amendment.
"Procedural safeguards are not
outlined In the present Code. The
document Is also am biguous In
parts and on the whole Is a negative, restrictive document and
not a positive statement," said
Student Council President Nick
Licate.

Licate also feels that the code
contains faults in Its proposed judicial system.
"Any passage of this Code must
The new rules prohibit:
be done on an Interim basis,"
"Obstruction of disruption of
said F. Lee Mlesle, Chairman
teaching, research, administraof Faculty Senate.
tion, disciplinary procedures or
"At the moment however, I am
other university activities."
undecided as to whether or not
"Physical abuse or detention" this code should even be adopted
of persons on university property
on an Interim basis," he said.
or "conduct which endangers the
Mlesle Is looking to the PAC
health or safety of any person." meeting this afternoon where he
"Violations of standard unihopes both student and faculty
versity and civil rights rules aopinion on the 50 page document
galnst narcotlca and Illegal drugs,
can be presented to President
use of firearms and other weapons
Jerome.
and failure to comply with orders
In a letter written to both Dr.
of a policeman."
Bond and President Jerome on
"Unauthorized entry or use of
Sept. 23, Dr. Mlesle strongly urged
university facilities."
that a proposed Faculty Code and
"Failure to comply with orthe present Student Code not go
ders given by university officials."
before the Board at this time.
"Any disorderly conduct or
Action on the faculty code will
breach of the peace or the aiding
be delayed.
or abetting or procuring of others
However, the future of the Stuto commit such acts."
dent Code remains to be decided.
Violators of the acts are aubPresident Jerome today makes the
Ject to expulsion, suspension or cifinal decision on whether the presvil proceedings,* according to the
ent 50 page document goes before
trustees.
the Board for approval tomorrow.
The trustees of Ohio University
have adapted new rules of conduct
for the students of the university.
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Wait on the code
The University's proposed Student (".ode is currently the subject of much debute and controversy. And for good reason.
It is, us its proponents are quick to admit, vague in certain sections. Like the United Stutcs Constitution, their defense, and
it is a justifiable one, isthat the Code must be a flexible, working set of regulations that can grow and change with the times.
We can agree with this basic reasoning — in part.
A nebulous document in regards to human rights and freedoms
is not only acceptable but mundatory. You can't set up guidelines so specific and rigid that they become obsolete with the
passing of time. Rules which may be adapted to changing years
and ideas is the only reasonable method for setting up such regulations.
Hut this same intended vagueness is not to be made a part of
all sections of all documents. And this, in general, is the main
complaint the 1$ C News has of the proposed Student Code.
First off, it is vague in regard to amendment procedures. Who
is to change the document when and if it needs revision? Mow
will such changes be ratified?
Next. Copies of the Code have not been made readily available
to the student body so that they muy fully understand it and to
understand the rules under which their conduct will be governed .
Third, the News believes thut the. student body should have
the privilege (us did the faculty) of vetoing the proposed Code.
Another point with which we would like clarification is the
reasoning behind rushing the Code through so early in the year.
Surely Howling Green University will be uble to function adequately for another quarter under present procedures. This Code
need not be approved right away under the guise thut if the
University does not write one, Ohio's General Assembly will.
That Assembly in all probability (due to it being an election
year) will not meet until January — which leuves plenty of time
for revision and discussion on the Student Code before finul
approval.
Which is what the H G News endorses.
We feel Student Council should be permitted to come up with
their own alternative to the current document and that a compromise be arranged. In its present form, the proposed Student
Code will do little but increase friction between students and
administration, whereas with a small measure of consideration on
the part of those behind the Code an acceptable agreement could
be worked out.

College, my friends, Is one hell
of a hassle. You might make It
and you might not make It. Because college Is going to hit you
with four million things you never
thought about. And I cannot tell
you exactly what they are. But
I can label some things you will
go through.
—Every one of you new freshmen will change your major at
least once before you graduate.
—The girl or guy back home Isn't
going to end up your wife or
husband. Two bucks says you'll
last 'till next fall, one year from
now.
—You'll start smoking or drinking by the end of this year, If
you haven't already. It's also a
good bet that every one of you
will be drunk at least once this
year.
--Fifty percent of the freshman
class will lose their virginity by
the end of this year.
(Don't
believe me, but listen to a sexologists' survey.)
—Every member of the freshman class will get homesick four
times this year and go home at
least three of those times. And
It's a good bet that you'll write
home once every three weeks.
—Either you or your roommate
will not graduate from here. It's
a good bet that it will take you
longer than four years to graduate.
—You or your roommate will
go Greek within the next two years.
It's also a good bet that he or
she will hate that fraternity or
sorority when he or she graduates.
It Is also a good bet that one of
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in the B-G News, but you won't
try submitting your own.
—You will spend more time
reading magazines than you will
on your text books.
—You cut classes at least once
a day after your freshmen year.
It's a good bet that you will have
one test a quarter that you aren't
prepared for. You will also sleep
through six tests by graduation.
—You will hate one of your professors at least once a quarter.
It's a good bet that one of your
professors will hate you at least
once a quarter. And it's a good
bet that you will think It was evident In your grades.
—You will not visit the top four
floors of the administrative Building in your four years.
—You will hate pizzas by graduation, just as you will hate popcorn and vending machine milk.
It's a good bet that you will move
off-campus to avoid those three
things.
—You will like some of your
classes, some of your friends,
some of your professors, some of
the books in the library, some of
the parties, one of the bars downtwon, and maybe even downtown
Bowling Green.
—The freshman won't believe
these listed above, but that every
upperclassman will understand.
It's also a good bet everyone will
have at least ninety percent of
the above happen to them. And
it is also a good bet that you
will be completely different after
these things occur.
WANNA BET?

Columnists wanted

By HISHAM BAGHDADI
Where are you from?
Dahran.
Where is that?
Did you smoke American cigarettes there?
Do you have cars there?
Do you wear the same clothes
you are wearing now In your country?
Do you watch American movies
there?
Do you ..., why..., where...,
how ..., and so on are questions
that American students ask their
friends who come from 42 different countries. On this campus
there are over 150 students, some
of whom travelled more than 8,000
miles and ended up here on this
small spot. These 150 International
students who are representing 42
countries, are here to get an
education and to experience the
American way of life. They are
here to see how YOU as an American, think and live.
At the same time, they will
not ridicule you when you ask
them a question which sounds silly.
They will not laugh, but of course
they will smile and answer your
question.
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you will owe It money at graduation.
—You will spend half your college career listening to someone's
love problems or telling someone
about yours.
—The bookstores In Bowling
Green will take you for $200 when
you re-sell your books, In the
next four years.
—Every guy in the class will
try smoking a pipe or will try
growing a beard within the next
four years.
—The girls will change their
hair coloring twelve times In four
years.
—Every one of you will come
close to being thrown out of your
house at least once in the next
four years. It's a good bet you'll
try to leave home at least once
In the next four years.
—You will drink 360 cups of
coffee In the union during the next
tour years. It's a good bet that
you will play fifty games of pool
in the union within the next four
years.
—Every one of you will visit
some of the bars in Toledo, this
year. It's good bet that you will
plan a trip to the Toledo Burlesque
house at least once a year. Even
the girls.
—You will spend more money on
library book fines than you will
on notebook paper.
—Everyone of you will complain about the quality of articles

World community at BG

The University community was turned on its head after the
events at the ROTC review on May 21 of the last school year.
A fact-finding commission was appointed to find out exactly
what happened and to make recommendations to prevent any like
occurences in the future.
The commission has done a good job so far, releasing a preliminary report on June 5, but its job is not finished yet. The
final report is not completed and the commission feels it needs
more information.
To what extent were the demonstrators and counter-demonstrators organized before the review?
How should space be assigned in the future, so thut all student groups can be treated fairly if they feel they must demonstrate?
And, during the review, what were the boundaries of the ROTC
classroom area in the inner campus? Did it include all of the
inner campus urea or just parts of it, and if so, what part?
Several good recommendations were made by the commission
in the preliminary report.
It recommended the review be held in a better defined place in
the future, such as the Stadium.
It also recommended the implementation of President Jerome's
statement on freedom of political expression, and the protection
of persons whose rights are being violated.
The commission has done well so far, and we hope the final
report will clear up some of the questions that were raised immediately after the review, without uny hedging on facts or recconmiendations. This important commission must tell it like
it M'ua and is.

HONE TO

by FRED ZACKEL

World student views

ROTC review
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I do not mean by that, that the
International student is the good
one and the American student Is
the bad one. The foreigner comes
here because he wants to talk to
you. If he asks you silly questions smile, do not laugh; answer
him, do not put him down.
There is an opportunity on this
campus to decrease the gap that
is separating us, but only if WE
GET TOGETHER and exchange
ideas that pertain to social, economical, cultural, and political
situations that are Important to
all the people of the world community. This opportunity lies in
the campus organization known
as W.S.A., "the World Student
Association."
In the past, this association
has been able to bring to light
many pertinent problems that concern you as an American, as well
as all foreigners.
I am sure that any American
student has at least a few questions that he sometimes can not
find answered in books. The members, foreigners and Americans,
are ready to welcome you Into
the world family of the W.S.A.

The BG News is looking for
student columnists.
If you'd like to write (free naturally) for the University's top
campus dally, submit your article
to the office (106 University Hall)
anytime.
Contrary to previous
policies, columnists will not hold
Jobs for specified lengths of
time—articles will be printed on
individual merit.
So warm up your typewriter and
get your opinions out where the
world—or at least BGSU—can see
them.

The B G News is published
Tuesdays thru Ftidays duiing
the regular school year, and
once a week during summer sessions, under authority of the
PublicationsCommittee of Bowling Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons oi other columns in
the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University Administration, faculty or
staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists
do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the B-G News. Editorials in the News reflect the
opinions of the majority of members of the B-G News Editorial
Board.
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judith a. ticker
bruce m. larrich
judith a. wright
ronald boose
edson r. arneault
timothy a. culek
gary I. davis
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William donahue

editor
managing editor
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issue editor
business manager
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photo editor
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University left short
92,000 possibilities as draft takes 15

The 1,440 new teachers who
graduated from the University during 1968 could afford to be persnickety about the jobs they accepted, the University placement
office annual report Indicates.
More than 92,000 education vacancles were reported to the office
between Julyl, 1967, and June 30
of this year, while the number of
school systems who sent recruiters to campus Increased by nearly
200.
Government job opportunities
also continued to grow and appear
to be attraction more student Interest than previously. Within a
five-state area, Bowling Green was
outranked only by the University
of Michigan In the number of students who took federal service
entrance exams In the past year.
At the same time, government
agencies recruiting on campus
Inched upward from 36 to 50.
In contrast, company and Industrial recruiting leveled off. "National economic conditions appeal
to be forcing small and mediumsized companies to cut back their
recruiting pregrams," James L.
Galloway, placement director,
said.
The most sought-after business
students were those specializing
in accounting. Seniors with majors
in finance production, management, marketing and sales, retailing, transportation and Insurance
also were in enviable positions.
Chemistry majors continued to
be the most critically needed in

technological areas, but the demand for graduates specializing in
mathematics was almost equally
great because of the growing number of new positions for systems
workers and computer programming personnel, Mr. Galloway
pointed out.
School administration showed
the largest number of vacancies
in education. Teaching shortages
were particularly acute in the
areas of mathematics, industrial
arts, elementary and special education, chemistry and physical sciences.
With the demand for teachers
nearly equaling the all-time high
reached In 1955, the salaries proffered to beginning educatlors with
bachelor's degrees reached a new
peak.
Highest known contract awarded
to a Bowling Green senior was
$7,500. The average was $5,700
1 Ohio; $6,300 In Michigan; and
$6,000 in other states, except the
South.
Increased employment of teachers by c o m m u n 11 y colleges and
other higher education Institutions,
continuing growth of student population, and the flow of educators
into government and foundation
projects are reasons for the shortage of teachers.
The eastern section of the country appeared to be the harde;
hit by the teacher shortages. For
the first time last year, more eastern school recruiters visited the
campus than representatives from

western states.
In all, a record number of 20
states, including Alaska and Hawaii
and the country of Brazil, were
represented on the campus. Outside of Ohio, Michigan schools sent
the most recruiters with California following.
In other areas of service offered
by the placement office, increasing numbers of alumni seeking
new positions or who have recently
been discharged from military
service, caused the alumni and undergraduates counseling program
to expand sharply.
A total of 1,242 alumni returned
to the campus for career counseling and placement aid, topping
last year's number by 259 and
nearly doubling that of 1966.
Teachers and school administrators made up the bulk of alumni
using the service.
In addition, placement officials
held individual conferences with
more than 2,500 undergraduates
about their future careers and the
job possibilities available to them.
Progress was also made in the
placement office's four-year-old
summer internship program for
business students. The service includes locating summer work opportunities for these students and
helping them find positions directly related to their course of study
on campus.
Open to students the summer
before their senior year, the proram gives them a realistic view
of the occupation they are preparing for.

The draft has put the squeeze
on the University's supply of graduate assistants, leaving several
departments short - handed, Dr.
Charles A. Leone, new dean of
the Graduate School, has reported.
Fifteen graduate assistants
scheduled to teach freshman classes this fall have had to break their
contracts because of the draft, and
the fate of five or six others is
uncertain, he said.
"The loss of even one is serious, because there weren't enough to begin with," he added.
Last spring, the number of graduate assistant ships made available
was kept to a minimum because
of budgetary uncertainties and an
anticipated stabilizing of undergraduate enrollment.
Instead of leveling off, however, the number of students registered for classes on campus and
at Bowling Green's branches has
climbed to nearly- 14,000. Of
these, more than 4,000 will be
taking freshman classes, the level
assigned to most graduate assistants.
Except for the shortage of grad-

uate assistants, the Graduate
School has weathered the shock of
February' sdeferment cutbacks
surprisingly well, Dr. Leone noted.
Nearly 1,100 students, 90 more
than last year, have signed up for
first quarter classes.
Originally it was feared that
the number of master's level students would fall about 25 per cent.
Neither Is there noticeably less
men among the first year graduates. There are about three times
as many men as women, about
the same as in past years, he
said.
Although enrollment has remained fairly stable, he expects
there will be fewer men who will
graduate with higher degrees in
the next few years because of
the draft.
The only field of study which
may be draft exempt in some instances is biology—if a student's
work can be related to medicine.
Other selective service rulings
provide student deferments to men
pursuing a career in medicine or
theology, or those who were beyond one year of study by last
June.

Undergraduate teaching
emphasized by Jerome
Imp roving the undergraduate
teaching process Is the most important issue facing BowllngGreen
State University during the coming
year, President William T. Jerome
in said lu his annual pre-school
opening message to the faculty.
Bowling Green has reached Its
"moment of truth" and must meet
Its commitment to undergraduate
programs despite the growing
temptation by departments to give
top priorities fo graduate programs, lie said.
Dr. Jerome listed three areas
where the co-operative efforts of
faculty, students and administrators were needed to bring about a
"bettor Bowling Green."
These included the necessity to
provide inspired, effective teaching at the undergraduate level;
the need to revitalize the University's governance process, and
continuing efforts to provide constructive leadership in attacking
some of the great social problems
of the day.
Dr. Jerome noted that Bowling
Green already has done much to
increase its teaching potential,
but cited some additional offerings
needed to Improve the educational
climate at Bowling Green.

eral College with major emphasis
on counseling and advising students in their first two years;
a College of Technology or Applied Arts to serve students whose
Interests are on vocational or technical areas; an experimental or
Honors College to enable students
of unusual academic talents to advance at their own speed, and a
Continuing Education Division for
adults wishing cultural, refresher
or professional curses on a noii•legree basis.
In the area of university governance, Dr. Jerome urged the continuation of the University's policy of student representation on all
major policy-making bodies. Bowing Green has been among the leaders in assigning students a responsible voice in shaping the future of their university.
Dr. Jerome also said that this
year Bowling Green would make
clear its position In various areas
of current significance. Rules and
policies covering most aspects of
campus conduct are now being
finalized and may be submitted
for tentative approval tomorrow.
All University rules and regulations will revolve around two
points: the freedom of all persons or groups to be heard, but
at the same time having the obligation to understand and support
the expressed will of the major-

ity. "We must be able to distinguish between academic freedom in the classroom and public
actions intended to discredit the
will of the majority of the students, faculty and administration,"
he stated.
The Bowling Green president also discussed the University's commitment to resolve some of the
most pressing sociological problems facing our nation. "We can't
afford to sit on the sidelines, but
must become a constructive force
or else surrender leadership to
deml-gods and the mobs," he said.
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BGSU Students For Wallace

JAGUAR
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AUSTIN
HEALEY
DATSUN

Will Hold A Meeting
Tonight At 7:30

KIBSGARD
SPORTS CAR
CENTER, INC.

Among these were the establishment of a University or Gen-

Stand Up For America

At Wintbrop Terrace
Apt #46.

Warner's* Loves You.
They've Added A Slip To Your Bra.
JUST TO MAKE THINGS EASIER FOR YOU!

It's built right into your bra (no second set of
straps). Just pull on a Warner's Braslip
and feel it snuggle into a sure, easy fit
secured by the stretchy bra band. Lacy
tricot with contour cups, $7. White,
plus pretty colors, (nylon; nylon-spandex)

Student Accounts Available At

3/4 MILES WEST of
1-75 on ST. RT.224
FINDLAY, OHIO
423-3808
Open Mon thru Friday until 9 p.m.
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Enthusiasm runs high
for pass-fail system
Tass charges Czech media bias

Moscow--The official Soviet news agency Tass has charged most
Czechoslovak news media—radio, TV and newspapers—still remain
under what It calls unfriendly control. And It suggests this Is hindering withdrawal of Soviet occupation troops.
The charge follows a Czechoslovak radio broadcast—heard In
Vienna, Austria—that the directors of Czech radio and television
were fired today.
Clifford says no troop reduction

Washington—Defense Secretary Clifford says flatly that the United
States Is not going to reduce Its troop strength in Vietnam In the
foreseeable future. Clifford's statement rebuts a Republican prediction of a troop cut—and by Implication—similar forecasts by Democratic Presidential nominee Hubert Humphrey.
Paris peace talks still deadlocked

Paris—American patience is showing signs of wearing thin after
another day of deadlock In the Paris Peace talks. But there Is no
sign that either Washington or Hanoi wants to break off the talks which
began in May.
After today's heated debate, American spokesman William Jorden
called the North Vietnamese intransigent, unmovlng and uncompromising. And North Vietnamese spokesman Nguyen Thanh Le also called
the talks deadlocked—but he puts the blame on the United States.
In the war Itself, sme l'OOONorth Vietnamese regulars have
tried to over-run a special forces camp manned by about 400 government Irregulars and a handful of American advisers. The enemy
charged repeatedly at the camp at Katum and was thrown beet with
at least 135 killed.

The Campaign
Los Angeles—HUBERT HUMPHREY has challenged his opponentsRepublican lUchard Nixon and American Independent George Wallaceto Join him in a cross country debating tour. Then, says, Humphrey,
the nation would not vote on who "has the most razzle-dazzle, the most
money, the most slogans."
The vice-president made his proposal In remarks to 200 students
who met him at Pepperdlne College In Los Angeles. Humphrey proposed that the debates follow the tradition of the famed I.lncolnDouglad debates. There's no Immediate response from Nixon or
Wallace.
Washington—A UPI survey Indicates that GEORGE C.WALLACE
as the candidate of the American Independent party is ahead In 7
states with 64 electoral votes
Wallace appears to be hurting Humphrey to the point that the vice
president is rated third In six states. He is damaging both major party
candidates in fact—Nixon especially In the South and Humphrey among
blue collar workers In northern industrial workers In northern industrial areas.
Seattle—RICHARD NIXON carried his Republican Presidential campaign Into Seattle today, urging a buildup In U.S. sea power. He declared thatwlthout a change In government policies, the U.S. will
become a second rate sea power.
Nixon will also be campaigning today In Denver, Colorado. He said
he agreed with Defense Secretary Clifford that there will be no cut
In U.S. manpower in Vietnam. But he says that some American troops
eventually may be recalled as South Vietnamese forces become more
effective. But Nixon says that won't come during the Paris Peace
Talks.

University drops
obscenity charge
A complaint charging obscenity
filed by University officials agalnst Kathy Skerl, a continuing
student, has been dropped.
According to Vice-president of
Student Affairs, Dr. James Bond,
the charges were dropped because:
(1) "it has been made
clear that each Individual Is held
responsible by the University for

Campus
calendar
Newman Center
There will be a "happening" at
the Newman center at 7130 p.m.
There will be singing, pool, ping
pong and food. The Center is
open to the public.

his own behavior, and if necessary, the University will follow
the legal route In such matters;
(2) it would not help the student
Involved to prosecute; (3) faculty have now been sufficiently
alerted to basic Issues which
need to be settled within the University."

Fire is traced
to incinerator
A plugged incinerator was the
cause of a small fire in Rodgers
Dormitory Sunday evening.
Police Chief Spencer T. Calcamuggio said there was heavy
smoke In the building, but no appreciable damage was done. He
blamed the fire on packing boxes
stuffed Into the incinerator.
The building was cleared within
a half hour.

♦ * *

Karate Club
The University Karate Club is
preparing to resume instructions.
Those interested should contact
Bill Neff, Apt. 4 at the Newman
Center.
• • *
International Students
All International Students must
report their addresses to the office of International Programs
within the next two weeks.
* * *
Home Economics Club
To meet next Thursday at
6:30 p.m. on the lawn In front of
the Home Economics Building.
* * »

Council to face
issues tonight at 7
There will be a student council
meeting tonight at 7 In 112 Life
Science building. At the meeting
students will have an opportunity
to express their views on the issues facing them and the campus.
Students going to Kent State University this weekend who are interested In contacting the Kent
Student Government for exchange
of student government views,
should call ext. 3941 today or
tomorrow or go to 413 Student
Activities Building.

For the past year and a half,
University upperclassmen have
had the chance to take classes
without worrying about cut-throat
competition for grades.
The opportunity stems from the
University's dropping the traditional A-B-C-D-F grading system
for some courses and evaluating
the student according to the general quality of his work. "The
idea behind the system is to encourage students to expand their
academic horizons," Dr. Stanley
Coffman, provost, said.
Under the pass-fall system, juniors and seniors can take one
corse per quarter outside of their
major area of study for a grade
of "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory."
This would enable a music major, for example, to study geology and a history major to take

a course in sculpturing without
fear of receiving a low grade and
destroying a good record.
Since the program went Into
effect April, 1967, a faculty committee has studied the option and
recommended that It be continued
at the University.
"We felt that it was invaluable
in giving students a chance to
broaden their education and interests," Dr. Irvln Brune, professor of education, said.
The program got off to a slow
start last year with only 300 out
oa approximately 4,300 students
participating. However, Dr. Brune
maintains that this was due to a
lack of publicity and was not an
Indication of failure.
When it went into effect, the
option had limitations placed on It.
It excludes freshmena sn sopho-

Paintings recovered
from Saturday theft
Two palnlngs valued at over
$600 and four lamps have been
recovered from an early morning theft Saturday at the Student
Activities Building.
The paintings, by Robert Mazur, assistant professor of art,
were donated by the Class of 1966.
They were not seriously damaged, according to Patrick M.
Conway, assistant dean of students, but are being retouched by
Mazur.
The thief, reportedly a former

BG goes dry
Did the water in your shower
stop suddenly sometime last night
leaving you "up to the neck" In
soapsuds?
And did you swear a little, opps,
and maybe cuss to with no avail?
Well, don't feel read bad —
you were only one of the many
Bowling Green victims of a broken
water main.
At 7:30 last night the Bowling
Green Police Department received
notification of a broken water main
three miles north of the city on
Route 64 at Hasklns and Bishop
Roads.

student at the University, left the
stolen articles at an off-campus
apartment where they were recovered, Conway said.
The incident Is still under investigation and no n a m e s or
charges have been released. Assistant Dean Conway stated that
it Is very likely that more than
one person was lnvolvd in the
caper.
"Once we do find out,
action will be taken," he said.
Thus far It has not been established whether the thieft remained Friday night after the
building was locked or whether
entrance was gained during the
night.
"We have tightened up security," Conway said, "but we don't
want to create a situation where
the students can't get the use out
of the building."

The break will be fixed by today,
according to the city police.
The city Police Department also
contacted Earl E. Ruprlght, maintenance director for the University, who reportedly started cutting off some of the university's
water supply.

At the time, Ruprlght was on
campus turning off some of the
campus water supply, according
to Powers.
"A 20 inch water main from the
Maumee river broke," said
Powers.
"We could drain the city with
everyone taking showers Just
now," Powers said when contacted.
So — If you were "up to your
neck" in soapsuds last night, remember — you didn't drain the
city water supply.

Come To

HOWARDS
PORTRAITS
432|/2 E. Wooster
354-5702

TWO LIVE BANDS
SATURDAY 8:30 P.M.
rcss

£/ isanello s
203 N. Main

"We use FRESH dough'

FREE Delivery

The B G News received word
of this and contacted the campus
Police Department, where reporters were told that no notification had been given this department.
However, Richard E. Powers,
a purchasing officer, Just happened
to pick up the phone in Ruprlght's
office to offer the News some
information.

HOMECOMING
CANDIDATES

****** TEKE ******
ALL CAMPUS
STREET DANCE

Notification was sent immediately to all area factories, car
washes, laundromats and dairy
queens to curtail their water usage.
Area radio stations were also
asked to broadcast requests to area
residents to conserve their use
of water.

mores because they are too busy
planning their major course of
study and fitting In their prerequisite courses, Dr. Brune explained.
"The option does not apply to
required courses because its specific purpose is to give students
a chance to explore areas outside
their major field." he said.
Most of the faculty members
feel that the option is worthwhile.
"It lets the student determine what
he wants to learn from the course,
and frees him to learn It," Ronald Smith, Instructor in education,
said.
The only disadvantage the system seems to have produced ti
the encouragement of "sliders,"
students who take a course to
get easy credit. However, that type
of student appears in every class,
whether or not they are being
graded, Mr. Smith said.
Students who have taken courses
on the pass-fall bsis are enthusiastic about it.
"Knowing that I didn't have to
worry about my grade average took
a lot of the pressure off of me,"
Jonathon Cherry, junior in the
college of liberal arts, said.
"I'm going to keep using the
option to take courses I don't
know a thing about except that
they sound Interesting," he added.

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167
5 P.M. — 1 A.M. Daily
SIZES
D!am.l.r —

10 Inch

12 Inch

U Inch

IB Inch

Cheese

$1.00

S1.25

SI.80

$2.80

Any 1 Item

1.20

1.50

2.20

3.20

Any 2 Items

1.40

1.75

2.50

3.50

Any 3 Items
Delux

1.60

2.00

2.80

3.80

1.80

2.25

3.20

4.20

Extra Cheese

.10

.15

.20

.30

ITEMS
.

Peperoni
.

Oniom

Sausage
•

Anchoviti

^••f
•

•

Mushroomi

Green Peppers
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FOR RENT_.
NEED A ROOMMATE? 25yr old
Freshman needs a place to live
Write Rick, Box 10 University HAAL
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday for
Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday
for Friday. COST: 40 cents
per line. 2 line minimum.

FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE:
1965 LeMans, new
tires & shocks, alr-cond. 4 spd,
dark blue, hard-top. Ex. 2447.
For the family room 3 living room
chairs, $35 a piece, davenport $75,
or all for $150. All have custom
made slip covers. Phone 354-1981.
FOR SALE: 1968 Yamaha 180 cc.
Scrambler, 2,300 miles, Tach$460.15. CHEAP; See Dave, 233
W. Merry.
FOR SALE: '64 GTO-389, 3-2's
4-spd. Exc. Cond. $1295. See Lee
at the Windmill. Clough St.
FOR SALE:
VW square back.
Phone 352-9611 after 5.

Girl needed to share apt. Come to
1063 Varsity East or leave phone
number In English Dept.
4th man wanted for fall quarter
See Jack, #209 University Courts.
Graduate Student needs room for
fall session will share room. Contact Mike Contlnl Dover, Ohio. Call
collect 216-364-3393.
BUSiNESS AND PERSONAL
Record Oldies:
15,00 In stock.
Send 25? for 2000 listed catalog.
Mall orders filled Immediately.
Record Center, 1895 West 25,
Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

p. m., Mon. thru Tburs. Independent Towel Supply Co.
COMMUNITY ACTING SCHOOL
TO OPEN OCTOBER 1.
A.C.T. will open OCT. 1, 1968
to all ages In the B.G. area. Call
353-1765 or 354-4381. 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. Sept. 25-30.
Yorkel: Your day has come. Happy Birthday, Sandyorkel and Susie
Babes.
Happy Birthday Mommy -Love Hlp-

play Imsturments, or think they
can sing, come up and Join them,
for the lntertalnment of every one.
O YES! SOME sing ALONG, TOO.
Maybe alot of It, If you like It.
These guys are good.

HELP WANTED Part-time grill
cook.
Clock Restaurant.
3526332.
BILL: Are you going to see Animal Farm at U.C.F. Center tonight? FRIDAY night or SATURDAY nlght-Sherlll

THE BUCCAEERS playing at the
C.I., FRIDAY and SAT., thlsweek.
The 27th and 28th.

THE CRYPT reopens this Sat. at
9:00 p.m.

The brothers of Alpha Epsllon PI,
wish to congratulate Brother Greg
Hendel, Cadet Colonel of the Army
R.O.T.C. detachment.

Will babysit In my home.
6603.

PO.

AT THE CANTERBURY INN come
and hear FRIDAY, SEPT. 27, 3:30
to 6:00 p.m. DON & MIKE and
their FOLK COMEDY. These are
two talented Idiots, who are willing to have any other Idiot, who

WANTED:
Hard-working musically and dramatically inclined
freaks to reform the Javque
Strappe Phenomena. Call, write,
or transcent to Gorffnl at 3521981 or 121 State Street B.G. Before 2:00 p.m. dally.

Alpha Epsllon PI will hold open
house Sat., Sept. 28, 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Curling Lounge of Ice Arena.
AETT Is on the move!
AETT SEZ: "Flounce the Flyers."

Toledo Communter needs ride
dally. Will share expenses. Contack Luynn 3230 or 474-9935.
WANTED: Readers for partially
sighted student $11 hr. Contact Tom
354-1305.
Off-campus linen service available.
Home delivery.
Contact
Kathy SIlcox. Ext. 101 Prout, after

OF FOOD VALUE SAVINGS
STERLING
STANDS

IN YOUR

portraits
are in!

Neighborhood

MILK
TASTES
BETTER
WHEN IT'S
BOTTLED
IN GLASS

POTATO CHIPS
20 Oz. Pkg.
SAVE 20c

Sterling
also has
low. low
everyday
prices on
Homogenized
Skim
2% lilltleif.it

Low Fat
Milk in
throw-away
Containers

PRICES ON
SALE ITEMS
EFFECTIVE
SEPT. 25
thru 29
WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

,i

RQBI

DRIED BEEF
$100
for

79c

I I

3% Oz. Pkg.

3

SAVE 17c

FEATURE FLAVOR!

Chocolate Chip

ICE CREAM

99c

I*.

Buy

8-Pack Of COKE
And Get A

Six Pack Of SPRITE
Free Plus Deposit

Sign up NOW
FOR AN APPOINTMENT
Call Ext. 2421 Or Come Into
The Key Office From l-5p.m.
Monday Thru Friday

354-

FREE CONVENIENT PARKING

FAST CHECK OUT SERVICE

Jamous Jor freshness:

STERLING
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Intramural sports to begin
t.ntrles for the Intramural touch
football and tennis tournaments are
now available from residence hall
and fraternity athletic chairmen.
students living off campus may secure entries from the J.M. office,
room 201, Memorial Hall. Entries are due Monday, September
30.
An organizational meeting of aU
fraternity athletic chairmen will
be held today, September 26 at

HHOBHH

4 p.m. In room 202 of Memorial
Hall. !•' raternlties not represented
at this meeting wiU be scratched
from all fall sports.
Touch footbaU officials are
needed. The IM office Is now
taking applications from students
Interested in officiating touch football games. Officials will be paid
$1.40 per game. Further Information Is available at the IM of-

NOW 2nd WEEK of
ENGAGEMENT

fice. room 201 Memorial Hall.
A meeting of all footbal officials
will be held on Wednesday, October 2, at 7 p.m. In room 202
Memorial Hall.

Rugby meeting
An Important meeting of the
Rugby Club will be held Thursday evening, September 26, at
7 p.m. in Memorial Hall. The
meeting is for old and new
prospective members of the
club and will be held In the
west side of the stands.

BG harriers topple
Wayne State 24-32
On the strength of a 1-2-3 finish by Sid Sink, Paul Tarklngton,
and Harry Ausderan, the Falcon cross country team opened theii
ten-meet schedule with a 24-32 win over Wayne State at Ann Arbor
Saturday morning.
Sink, a sophomore on a predominantly sophomore and junior squad
ran the hilly 3 mile course in 15:13, and his fastest mile In 4:58.
Talklngton, the captain and Coach Brodt's top returning letter man,
crossed the finish line 20 seconds after Sink, and Ausderan was
clocked at 16:21.
After Ausderan, the next B-G finisher was Cliff Kotnik In 7th
place, making the sweep of the first three spots more important,
because the 5th and final Falcon runner was preceded by six Wayne
State harriers.

Evenings at 7:15 & 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:30 - 5

ENDS TUES. OCT. 1

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS
JOSEPH E. LEVINE
MIUIIII *

MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMANi~»uc.«

This is Benjamin.
He's a little
worried about
his" future.

THE GRADUATE

TECHNICOLOR* PANAVISI0N*

Little headlines in sports
3-hitter for Tiant

Cleveland's Luis Tiant pitched
a one-hitter and hurled the Indians to a 3 to 0 shut-out over the
New York Yankees yesterday afternoon. The only hit off Tiant
was a first Inning single by Mickey Mantle. The Cleveland righty
struck out eleven and posted his
21st victory of the season.

WAWR to air
Falcon games
This year WAWR FM at 93.5MC
on your FM dial will broadcast
each and every Bowling Green
State University football contest.
Sports announcers for this years
coverage are Terry Waltz, Jerry
McCullen and John Flte. Before
each game WAWR will carry a fifteen minute pregame program with
interviews of the players and
coaches along with chatter on
both teams backgrounds.
Pregame show time for every
BGSU home game will be 1:15p.m.
with game time on WAWR being
1:30 p.m. Pregame show time and
game times for away games will
be announced at a later date.

Mantle's single was a clean hit
and came with two out in the first.
Tiant retired the next 18 batters
In order before Roy White was
safe on an error with two out in
the seventh.
MAC backs of week

Toledo quarterback Steve Jones
and Western Michigan middle
guard Don Lewis have been picked
as offensive and defensive players
of the week in the Mld-Amerlcan
Conference.
Jones completed 12 of 19 passes
for 154 yards Saturday as the
Rockets defeated Vlllanova 45 to
21 for their eleventh straight victory, longest streak of any major
college.
Lewis led a strong Western
Michigan defensive effort by figuring in 16 tackles and twice
threw Brlgham Young ball carriers for losses totaling 17 yard.
H.S. grid poll
Upper Arlington's Golden Bears
are overwhelming favorites of the
football minded newsmen voting
In this year's Associated Press
High School Football Poll to lead
the Class AA Poll.

MONDAY SEPT.30
Hear Dr. Frank C. Arnold
BGSU Student Counselor Discuss
Problems Of Freshmen 7pm

WAWR
DIAL 93.5 FN

Portsmouth Notre Dame, undefeated In 12 consecutive games,
was voted to lead the Class A
Poll, a position the team held at
the end of last season.
Mentor, 3-0 for the season as
In Arlington, won second place In
the Initial AA Poll by a point with
a total of 103, compared to 102
points cast for Steubenvllle.
Newark Catholic is second In
Class A with 46 points and Edison
High is third with 43 points.
Massillon, ranked fifth In Class
AA, and Loraln St. Mary, ranked
fourth In Class A, are the only
two teams among the top 10 in
either class with a loss.
All others have three wins aplece.
Simpson rolls

(NEW YORK)—SouthernCalAllAmerlcan O.J. Simpson has been
named College Football Back-OfThe-Week by the Associated
Press. Simpson won the season's
first award for his dazzling performance last Saturday In leading
U-S-C to a come-f rom-behlnd
victory over Minnesota.
He carried the ball 39 times,
gained 236 yards and scored fo» touchdowns. Simpson also caugni
six passes for another 59 yards.
Clay to fight
Columbus—Two Columbus promoters have announced that casslus Clay will fight a scheduled 15round bout In Columbus November
11, against an unnamed opponent.
The match, set for the State
Fairgrounds Coliseum, isbllledas
an exhibition.
Promoters William Hollway and
Bill Cummlngs Jr. said that Clay's
opponent will be selected after a
Madison Square Garden doubleheader fight tomorrow night.

COLLEGIATE FILM CLUB
* 33 1/3% OFF
On All Regular Film Developing And Printing
• High Quality Work
• Prompt Service
Beautiful Executive Photo Albums Retail $4.00
Club Members $2.95
FREE Inserts For Above Albums With Every Roll Of Kodacolor Film
Sent In For Processing. Record Your College Days In Pictures.
Mail Coupon Today And Receive Your Mailing Envelopes

MAIL TO:
Collegiate Film Club
Box 27
Station D
Dayton
Ohio 45410

please print

NAME

ADDRESS

COLLEGE
COUPON
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Changes abundant in BG offense
Nobody needs to tell head coach
"n Nehlen where the Falcons have
' nake big Improvements. . .the
'"nse.
I'-esplte the seemingly fine talent
ii hand at quarterback, receivers
> backs, the unit could jell for
"ily 131 points in 10 games last
reason. The offense was even less
'fective against the conference
-hools, racking up four touchl-'wns In six contests.
Hie Falcons have 11 veterans
ack on offense, additional experBnce, but little more to offer in the

Fred Mathews

size or weight department than the
'67 campaign.
The real differences in outlooks
from 1967 to 1968 will be the usage
of the available material.
"We lacked the kids and size in
some cases to work an offense like
last year,'' said Nehlen.
The new coach has instituted a
new offensive
plan, one expected to garner more points and
one that slaughtered Ball State
62-8. The "flip-flop" offense as
Nehlen calls It will utilize the
strong and quick sides of his offensive line.
"Each unit will always be working together, each one with its own
advantages," commented the
coach. "We can switch sides with
the quick and strong units, but
they'll switch as a unit."
The Falcons lack depth at the
end slots, but the starting positions are held by veterans Eddie
Jones and Jim Hodaklevlc. Jones
at split end is one of the best in
the conference. He led the squad
in receptions last season with 30
for 374 yards. As a sophomore he
smashed a pair of MAC reception
records with 32 catches and 441
yards in conference action.
Hodaklevlc grabbed 10 passes
from his tight end slot for 72
yards last season and is rated as
a fine downfleld blocker.
Carl Dattershell Is the only veteran back at tackle , but even Carl
was converted from guard. His
quick movements are expected to
help him with the change. Larran
Meador has made the switch from
defense to offense at strong tackle. Carl weighs in at 215 and
Larran at 220. Joining the two as
a strong candidate for the tackle
slots will be Dave Urdzlk.
Only returner at guard will be
Doug Ashbrldge. He was moved
from strong guard to quick guard
to fill a vacancy that opened when
the squad lost Tom Kahn. Dave
Flnley Is keeping the pressure on
Doug as Bob Spencer and Bill
Roeder are battling for the strong
guard position.

There is little depth at center,
but the Falcons do have a good
starter In Larry Watson. The
215 pound veteran is vastly Improved according to Nehlen. Larry, once a tackle, replaced three
time all-MAC selection Heath wingate last season and has come Into his own rights.
Ed Colettl and Fred Mathews
are veterans back at the tailback
slot for Nehlen and both have fine
credentials. Colettl rushed for 263
yards last season despite a slow
start after an Injury, while Mathews picked up 149 yards on the
ground and grabbed 10 passes for
172 yards.
Both are tough durable backs.
Honester Davidson who tore part
Ball State on Saturday Is keeping
tremendous pressure on the two for
that starting role.
Charles Radlch and Steve Lannlng are both lettermen at fullback Insuring the Falcons of a
strong ground attack. Radlch
gained 270 yards last season,
while leading the squad in scoring
his sophomore year. Lannlng
rushed for 136 yards last season.
One of the most surprising
changes instituted by Nehlen this
season involves the switch of Bob
Zlmpfer to wingback. Bob led
the team In rushing with 532 yards
last season and snared nine passes for 128 yards, but he'll see
action only a wingback this season.
The threat of his speed should
ease pressure on other BG receivers.
Zlmpfer also returned 23 punts
for 379 yards and 18 kickoffs for
384 yards to display his versatility last season. He was moved
to wingback because of his fine
blocking ability.
At quarterback the Falcons will
return record setting PJ Nltray,
who'll get backup support from both
Vern Wlreman and Terry Brock.
Nltray holds BG pass attempts
and completions records and managed 73 of 164 last season for 864
yards and six touchdowns, and had
eight picked off.

falcon defensive hopes to
be bolstered by 9 veterans
Til be terribly dissappolnted
the defensive line isn't a good
I
," said new Falcon head coach
Ion Nehlen.
Ughtly so.
Nehlen, former pilot of the deIfciise under Bob Gibson, saw his
II irges set outstanding defensive
| rmrks In three seasons. The
Icons Issued only 130 points In
contests last year for an aver.' of 13 points a game. This
h formance left the squad second
[In Hie conference In defense against
scoring, behind only Toledo.
In the three seasons as defenI si * e coach, Nehlen's charges have
issued 361 points In 28 games, an
average of less than 13 points a
game.
With nine lettermen returning to
[bolster the defense, Nehlen has
| good reason to expect great things
| from this unit.
Rack from the '67 squad that
I finished 6-4, are Tom Standrlng,
Tom Lloyd, Joe Green, Dave
Koese, Vaughn Ferrell, Dennis
Izolclak, Bob Maltarich, Mike
I .shepherd and Rick Perrln.
"Defensively, we are probably
little smaller than some teams
i,' the league, but the kids are
I quick and strong," said Nehlen.
The Falcons will average about
202 on the line with 230 pound
Tom Lloyd topping the scales at
| left tackle.
Lloyd with his good size (6-3)
I and strength will be an important
I figure In the Falcons defense of
[the running game. This was a
I department where the Falcons
I ranked second In the MAC last
I season, behind only Miami. The
Isquad Issued an average of only
1120.8 yards a game on the ground.
Right tackle Dave Roese (6-1)
[is the second heaviest gridder on
I the defensive line and only a Julalor as with Lloyd. Another Julolor, Ernie Pollock (215) Is exIjected to operate as a swing
IK

tackle.

Barring injuries, the Falcons

are probably most secure at the
end slots where veterans Tom
Standrlng and Vaughn Ferrell are
expected to hold down the starting berths. Strandring at left end
and Ferrell at right end have
drawn the praise of coach Nehlen.
Pressing Ferrell for the starting
job Is Phil Vlllaplano.
Depth is also prevalent at the
guard position with junior Joe
Green (190) returning to earn another berth on the All-MAC squad.
Green landed a second team position as a sophomore and Is highly respected by Nehlen and the
tutors around the conference as
a hard man to move or get around.
Captain Dennis Zolciak, a three
year veteran and an All-MAC performer provides the Falcons with
experience onthelinebacklngcore.
Dennis will operate at the left
linebacker position while newcomer Dave Polak Is expected to
hold down the Job at right linebacker. Bob Simmons has been
tabbed as the swing linebacker,
in this his sophomore campaign.
The Falcon secondary was a
problem last season, as the unit
finished sixth In the conference
among the seven MAC teams. The
Falcons were ripped for 702 yards
on 56 receptions last season, an
average of 117 a game. League
leading Toledo, gave up only 402
yards for an average of 68.7 yards
a game on 33 receptions.
"We've got four good defensive
backs," said Nehlen. Those backs
have returned with the added experience and are expected to be a
strong addition to the defensive
cause."
Bob Maltarich anchors the left
halfback slot, and Mike Shepherd
the right half. Bob snatched three
passes In the '67 campaign. Rick
Perrin, one of the fastest grldders on the squad, Is back again,
but has been moved from hl»-halfback position to safety. He picked
off one pass last year and returned

His effectiveness should be determined by the development of the
offensive line. The development
there should be rapid under new
line coach Elliot Uzelac.
Between the switches made, veterans back, the molding by the
coaches, and the new offense the
Falcons are bound to be a more potent club In '68. Providing Injuries don't rake the squad.
"If we can
start the same
11 each week,
we'll give the
opposition trouble," said Nehlen, "but If any
key men are lost }
we'll be In trouble."
Nehlen talks
earnestly about
field position
this season year
Eddie Jone$
as an important
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feature of the offense. If Its to
our advantage, we'll not be afraid
to kick this season. "We have
studied the third down and long
yardage plays and one out of ten
times you'll make it." This makes
the quick kick on third down an
inviting possibility.
The new coach felt that the
kicking game also let down the
squad last season, but Improvements have been made there also. Al Silva, soccer style kicker Is handling kickoffs and
field goals, while Art Curtis and
Terry Bork are working at punting.
The Falcons have a lot of proving to do this season. They have
to convince a lot of people and
MAC grid squads that offensive
football Is not dead at Bowling
Green.
This will be the key to success
In '68.

If You Feel That The "Now"
Career Is Teaching...
But You're Fed Up To Here
With The Old Professionalism...
Join Us In The AMERICAN
FEDERATION
OF TEACHERS
Through the The BGSU Student Federation.
Call In Soon: Room 564 Or Room 568
Education- Building

Democracy In Education-Education For Democracy

It 56 yards for a touchdown.
George Gregory, tabbed the most
Improved player of the '68 spring
drills, has been playing In the
shadows of All-MAC Chuck Burley for two years. With Burley
gone via graduation, George looms
ready as the monster back starter
In the secondary.
"We have lots of potential In
the secondary, but we would like
to find a couple more backs,"
added Nehlen.
When the Falcons enter the MAC
campaign this season, they'll have
a lot of proving to do. Most oi
the opposition has forgotten where
BG Is, but remember the defense

Gridders bust
Cardinals 62-8
It wasn't as close as It looked.
Bowling Green opened with its most
lopsided victory yet in smothering
the completely outclasses Ball
State Cardinals 62-8.

First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
RUSHING
Yards gained
Yards (net)
PASSING
Yards (gross)
Attempted
Completed
Intercepted
Fumbles
Fumbles Lost
PUNTING
Punts-yardage
Average
Penalties-yardage

B-G Ball State
22
8
15
3
7
3
0
2
323
320

103
59

129
]2
9
0
]
l

54
18
9
2
5
3

2-58 7-211
29.0
30.2
10-77 2-30

She hooked him with that navy lambs wool sweater. She has
other colors, too, which she wears with her monogrammed
blouses and shirts. He doesn't fight her U. Shop skirts, either.
Why should he? His placket front shirt with fashion collar and
plaid slacks came from there, too. U. Shop prices fit your
pocketbook as well as their clothes fit you! His outfit, from $29.
Hers, from $29.
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Ashes, smoke gone — Delts back
UP IN SMOKE - Last February, fire gutted the
Delt house in the worst blaze in University history.

Photos by Lorry Nighswander
Story by John Graff

BACK THEN •■ This is what Bill Greathouse's
room looked like the morning after the Delt fire.

What happens when 48 fraternity
men are burned out of their house
and lose all of their belongings?
They get by the best way they
can.
This Is what happened to the
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity on Feb.
25. With the help of Unverslty
officials and the other Greek
houses, the Delts struggled through
the remainder of the school year.
Now with the arrival of a new
school year the Delts find themselves with a remodeled home.
"We had Insurance on all the

LIKE NEW -- Dove Cox stands in his refurnished room at tne
Delt house. Like 47 others. Cox's room and belongings were
destroyed in last year's fire.

furniture and the University repaired the building," said Paul
Deffenbaugh, a member of Delta
Tau Delta.
"The fire was of accidental
nature and I have no reason to
believe it was set," said Mr.
Rutter, fire chief of Bowling Green.
"The fire spread through as normal and reasonable methods as
any other fire."
Now the ashes and smoke smell
are gne. The Delts are home
again.

TODAY -- With the help of the University, Delta Tau Delta has
been made good as new. The house is operating normal in '68.

